OnLine Backup and Restore

On-demand Data Restoration
Lost files and computer downtime caused by user
error and corrupted tape drives occur regularly and
are the source of significant — but often hidden —
business costs. In addition, restoring data from tape
can take an inordinate amount of time and
sometimes even fail, causing a direct business
impact.
ProTech’s Online Backup and Restore ensures that
our customers’ crucial data can be restored quickly,
easily and on demand. If protecting and restoring
your business information has been inconsistent and
unreliable, select ProTech.
A Solution You Can Trust
Many companies trust the backup of their data to a
fragmented and often ineffective policy of distributed
tape devices, manual routines and off-site tape
storage.
ProTech’s Online Backup and Restore solution
provides a unique, automatic, safe approach to data
storage by offering:
•

A fully automated process with backups
saved on disk for rapid file restoration

•

Secure online transfer of fully encrypted data
to an off-site data center, ensuring regular
backups are stored safely and remotely

•

Automated alert if backup fails.

ProTech will come to your location, perform a full
analysis of your existing backup plan and
infrastructure, then design a custom backup solution
that securely and efficiently backs up your
company’s IT infrastructure and vital electronic
information.
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Key Features
 Centralized, automated backup of PCs,
file servers and application/database
servers
 Immediate recovery process for quick
online data restoration
 Agentless Backup software, for easy
installations
 Common file elimination and
compression to ensure bandwidth and
storage requirements are minimized
 Open file management that enables
backup of almost any file
 Securely transmitted data at encryption
levels exceeding standard government and
banking requirements
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